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What is DADIME ?
 Document- Document current practices/ issues/ challenges/  

problems/needs /gaps/strengths
 Analyze-Analyze data on the above to identify patterns/trends  

/gaps /needs/magnitude
 Decide – Decide/Determine courses of action based on the analysis  

results (detailed SMART  intervention  strategy/ies) and  
indicators 

 Implement -Implement /Intervene to address identified needs 
 Monitor- Keep data on the implementation process  

(indicators key)
 Evaluate – Evaluate the impact of the intervention (based on 

indicators )



1. DOCUMNET 

2.ANALYZE 

3.DECIDE 

4.IMPLEMENT 

5.MONITOR 

6.EVALUATE 



Why DADIME?
Can be applied across disciplines/fields

Context driven 

Respects what is already happening on the 
ground

Doesn’t impose  what should be done 

Seeks to demonstrate whether what is being 
currently done yields the desired results



1. DOCUMENT

Part A: 

Begin where we are -what are we 
currently doing? Because we definitely 
are doing something . Document 
current practices 

What are we doing currently-

What are our current strengths-

What are our current gaps/challenges 



Part B . 

Where are we supposed to be ?

What is our core mandate?-

Do we understand what our mandate  
entails for our specific settings- in line with 
national, regional and global legal and  
policy requirements, practices and 
standards



What is our role across the continuum 
of care 

what does the child need from us  at 
the different points,)

What does the  family and community 
need  from us different points 



What are we doing in line with our core 
mandate?

What are our desired outcomes?- have we 
mapped them out 

What are the indicators of these  outcomes –
Have we identified them? Can we be able to 
tell that we are achieving/not achieving our 
core mandate?  (Do we have the capacity to 
do so if not where can we get the capacity?)



Are they measurable- Can we actually 
measure/quantify/what we have 
achieved/not achieved?

Means of  verification- Do we have any 
tools to collect data on our outcomes?

Do we have any data currently 
available?



2. ANALYZE

Have we analyzed such data?

Do we have capacity to analyze the 
data- physical, infrastructural , 
technical? 

In not who can assist us? 

Universities can come in handy 
through partnerships



Importance of analyzing data
 To determine our outcomes what are we currently 

seeing? Numbers don’t lie 

 To map out occurrences/ determine patterns  of 
incidences- are there unique patterns of occurrence? 

 To determine trends- what has been happening over a 
period ? Have we been improving? Declining?

 To help us  evaluate whether  the current 
outcomes/patterns/and trends of outcomes are 
matching our intentions /mandate/  goals and 
objectives



Data analysis points out areas we are doing 
well /badly

Are we happy about our outcome patterns, 
trends ?

What do we want to do differently? Change 
or achieve a different outcomes

Are our children better physically, socially, 
psychologically, emotionally, intellectually



3. DECIDE

Determine what course of action is needed-
what intervention do we want to put in place 
ion order to: 

 To maintain our  current outcomes if in 
line with  our desired mandate/ 
intentions/goals

 To improve levels  of our current 
outcomes if in line with desired goals

 Or to change our current trends if not 
desirable  



3. DECIDE

Whichever the situation, there is still an 
intervention-

We can borrow from the business world 
models and apply to human and social 
sciences

* think of Safaricom- blaze, kochokocho etc



 Here we need to research on what is evidence based 
from a global perspective- what has been known to 
work for similar settings

 Consider its applicability

 Adopt what is relevant / practical for your settings 

 Adapt where necessary to fit local contexts (remember 
not everything works in all contexts. Some of these 
models have been developed in specific social 
economic and cultural contexts/ realities very different 
from your own . They could  even backfire in our 
contexts) so need to monitor implementation



 In determining or deciding on 
interventions, need to be very specific on 
what it is you want to do

Determine resources required 

Here we need to be alive to the realities on 
the ground- realistic and pragmatic

Do we have the resources already? Do we 
need to enhance them a little



 Can we get these resource from somewhere for free or 
low cost -Here partnerships and collaborations are key 

 Are there partners that can assist us especially those 
whose core mandate/vision/values meet with ours. We 
need not reinvent the wheel-

 It’s all about cost effectiveness and sustainability

 We also need to determine frequency of evaluation of 
intervention once implementation begins



4. IMPLEMENT 

 Once you have determined or decided on the 
interventions it is time to implement

 Implementation needs to be structured and 
systematic 

 Have a schedule of what needs to be done 
 Document procedures- Who will do what ,when, 

where, how and with what? 
 What evidence/record will they keep of what’s 

done
 Develop supporting documents including 

templates for keeping records  of key activities 



5. MONITOR

Monitor what is being done to ensure 

 the desired procedures are being followed, 

 desired documents being used

 desired records being kept

More like to ensure fidelity to the 
interventions

Only this way can we truly determine if the 
intervention worked or not



6. EVALUATION

It is time to determine whether the 
intervention has had some impact or 
change on our desired outcomes

Be done periodically as predetermined

Follow the timeframe determined eg
quarterly, annually 

To do this we need tools , data ,reports



EVALUATION

 We need to do comparisons of what was and what is

 Collect data of current status of our desired outcomes

 Compare the current outcomes /patterns with 
previous ones before intervention  or at last 
evaluation

 Are there  differences /changes/positive or negative in 
the indicators of our desired outcomes

 What worked and what didn’t work out?

 What do we want to change?



 Do we want to continue with what we are doing or do 
we need to change then its time to go back to the start 
of the cycle.

 Key questions

 Do we have the capacity

 Can we reach out to someone/group/institution to 
support this



THANK YOU


